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ABSTRACT 
 

Nowadays, the pandemics are become more and more serious. Everyone needs hygiene masks to protect     

ourselves from covid-19. But, can you ensure that the place you keep the masks is really totally clean? V 

Magic Mask Cover is created efficiently for consumers to keep their mask hygiene. V Magic Mask Cover 

can be used at any place and at any time. It helps the public to keep their mask hygienic at all times. You 

just need to put your mask inside the V Magic Mask Cover and that’s it. The mask can be protected by the 

cover of V Magic Mask Cover. Also, it makes us convenient to bring it everywhere. As a conclusion, V 

Magic Mask Cover is a very good choice for everyone especially during this pandemic period. ‘V MAGIC 

MASK COVER, KEEPS YOUR MASK HYGIENE’.  
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1. INTRODUCTION  
 

V MAGIC MASK COVER is created efficiently for consumers to save time and cost. This V magic mask 

cover can be used at any place and at any time. V magic mask cover helps the public to keep their mask 

hygienic at all times.  

 

 

2. PROBLEM AND SOLVE PROBLEM 

 

As we all know that it is the pandemic season, everybody is worried about the virus. This V magic mask 

cover can be a very good product to keep your face masks hygiene. 

 

 

3. METHOD OF USING 

 
Firstly, fold the mask outwards. Secondly, fold the mask again into another half. Thirdly, put the mask into 
the V MAGIC MASK COVER. This is how it will look like after the mask is put properly into the V 
MAGIC MASK COVER. This is the final outcome of the V MAGIC MASK COVER. 

 

 

4. QUALITY 
 

V MAGIC MASK COVER is very strong and durable. It is also waterproof that means water cannot 

penetrate through this V MAGIC MASK COVER. The cost is reasonable and affordable. 
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Figure 1. V MAGIC MASK COVER 

 

 

5. APPLICATION 
 

People can use the V MAGIC MASK COVER at any place so that their masks will stay hygiene. Unlike 

by putting it on the table, hanging it on their hands and so on this will not maintain hygiene. We as the 

public have to take precaution to stop the spreading of this virus that is why this V Magic Mask Cover has 

been invented. 
 

 

6. BENEFITS 
 

6.1 Public 

 

V magic mask cover always helps the public to keep their masks hygienic and from the virus which is 

around us. It is easy to place the mask into the V Magic Mask Cover. V MagicMask Cover helps to save 

our time. For example, most of us are working, studying and many more. V Magic Mask Cover is also very 

efficient. 

 

6.2 Country  

 

V magic mask cover helps to save the environment by people not throwing the tissue plastics very 

frequently. V magic mask cover is one of the products which uses the 3R. Which is REDUCE, REUSE and 

RECYCLE. 

 

7. CONCLUSION 
 

This V magic mask cover is a very good choice for everyone in this pandemic season. The V magic mask 

cover is reasonable. It is very effective and attractive. It also has some information about the company. ‘V 

MAGIC MASK COVER, KEEPS YOUR MASK HYGIENE’.  
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